
                   DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAMMU 

English Revision Sheet (February 2016-17) 
                                                CLASS II  
 Lessons-The Old Woman’s Animals, The Story of Trees Grammar-Prepositions, 
Conjunctions, Homophones and Singular/Plural 
NAME____________________                                                   ROLL NO._______ 

COMPREHENSION PASSAGE 
Robert Bruce was the king of Scotland. Once, he had to run and hide from his 
enemies. He was sad and tired. He sat down on the patch of grass. There he saw a 
spider trying to spin a web by swinging from one branch of the tree to another. It 
tried six times and failed but the seventh time it succeeded. After seeing all this 
Bruce decided not to give up. He gathered his men and fought bravely and won his 
kingdom. 
A. Answer the following questions. 
Q1. What was spider doing? 
Ans__________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

Q2 What did Bruce decide to do? 

Ans__________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

B. Fill in the blanks. 
1. Robert Bruce was king of_______________. 
2. The spider succeeded at the _____________time. 
 
C. Question/Answer(lesson based). 
Q1. How trees are helpful to birds and animals? 
Ans__________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

Q2.What did the old woman do after reaching home? 

Ans__________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 



D. Who said to whom? 

1.”Oh dear! Look what I have done.” ____________________________________. 

2.”Wow! That makes the tree a very useful thing.” _________________________. 

E. Frame sentences. 

1. spirit-____________________________________________________________ 

2.soil-______________________________________________________________ 

F. Circle the incorrect words and rewrite the correct spellings. 

1. Vana Mahautsuva is ceiliberated all over India.___________________________ 
2. The old woman promeced to do as he sed.______________________________ 

 

GRAMMAR 

A. Choose the correct preposition from the box  and fill in the blanks. 

1. The boat sails___________ the river. 
2. The birds fly_______ the sky. 
3. This secret is____________ you and me. 

B. Complete the sentences by using correct homophone. 
1. Her ____________ is too much.(wait/weight) 
2. The____________ collects nectar from the flowers.(be/bee) 
3. The fisherman was fishing for the_____________ day(hole/whole) 

C. Rewrite the sentences by changing the underlined words into plural form. 
1. A boy is playing cricket. __________________________________________ 

2. The lion killed the deer. _____________________________________________ 

3. The thief hid behind the bush. ________________________________________ 

D. Complete the paragraph using correct conjunctions. 
 We decided to spend a day at our friend’s house_____________ he had fractured 
his leg and was feeling alone. We played scrabble____________ watched a movie. 
His brother went to buy juice for us___________ the shop was closed. Then aunty 
asked us whether we would like to have milk shake_____________ cold coffee?  

over,  between,   
on,  in 


